Intelligent Space Systems Laboratory, The University of Tokyo (ISSL) and National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAO) have been developing a small infrared astrometry satellite named "Nano-JASMINE". The satellite size is about 50cm cubic and 20kg, which plays a pre-cursor role of JASMINE Project which is programmed by NAO and JAXA. In addition, since there has been only one astrometry satellite HIPPARCOS by ESA in the past, Nano-JASMINE is also expected to achieve certain scientific results in the field of astrometry. In this project, ISSL aims to develop new advanced small satellite bus system whose performance is comparable to that of 100-500kg sized satellites, including attitude stability of 1 arc-second and thermal stability of the mission subsystem of 1 mK. This paper overviews the Nano-JASMINE bus system with emphasis on attitude and thermal control systems.
Project Background
Intelligent Space Systems Laboratory, The University of Tokyo (ISSL) and National Astronomical Observatory of Japan JASMINE team (NAO) have been developing a small infrared astrometry satellite "Nano-JASMINE". Figure 1 shows the outlook of Nano-JASMINEA. This project starts as a pre-cursor mission at the same time as when NAO and JAXA astrometry satellite project JASMINE 1, 2) (Fig. 2) . The objective of JASMINE is to measure astrometric parameters of stars at the disk and the bulge part of the Milky Way Galaxy to an accuracy of ten micro arcsecond. Up till now, there has been only one astrometry satellite named HIPPARCOS 3, 4) developed and launched by ESA in 1989. JASMINE requires newly developed technologies for its precise observations of stars, and therefore NAO decided to develop a precedent technical demonstration satellite, which was named as "Nano-JASMINE." NAO searched for some organization which can develop the bus system of Nano-JASMINE and selected ISSL as ISSL already has experience in development of small satellites named CubeSat 5) . Nano-JASMINE project provides NAO with a unique opportunity to learn about how to develop a satellite and to test some technologies to be used for JASMINE, while ISSL can take this opportunity to develop several new satellite bus technologies and to learn how to develop a satellite having a mission coming from outside organizations. In Nano-JASMINE project, ISSL is in charge of developing the bus system and ground segment as well as the system integration. NAO is in charge of development of the observation equipment (the telescope) and mission data analysis.
Nano-JASMINE Missions
The satellite missions are as follows. 
Astrometry data acquisition
HIPPARCOS is the only astrometry satellite up till now and ended its operation in 1992. As there has been no astrometry satellite after HIPPARCOS, Nano-JASMINE is expected to update the whole celestial globe astrometry data, position, annual parallax and proper motion, at almost the same accuracy as HIPPARCOS achieved: 3 mili-arcsecond (mas) at 7.5 magnitude stars. Besides, by combining the measurements with the HIPPRCOS catalogue, Nano-JASMINE can make 0.1[mas] per year accuracy proper motion catalogue, which is expected to be the world best accuracy.
Demonstration of new observation equipments
For astrometry observation, a beam combiner is attached on the telescope. This is the key component which guarantees the accuracy of the measurement, avoiding ambiguity of star positions. The important requirement of this system is to precisely keep the angle between the two FOVs of the beam combiner as well as keeping the flatness of the mirror surface planes, which should be tested in orbit in Nano-JASMINE mission.
JASMINE observes the bulge part of the Galaxy in which visual wavelength light absorb by dusts. Then JASMINE monitors near infrared light at a wavelength of 0.9 micrometers (z-band). Since there is not a CCD which has enough sensitivity at z-band, a new type full-depleted CCD is developed for JASMINE. Nano-JASMINE uses this CCD and the data of its characteristics and deterioration in space should be collected.
Another important technology to be tested in space is "Time Delayed Integration (TDI)," in which CCD transfers a pixel's charge to the next pixel in the same speed as the beam combiner's FOV scans the celestial sphere in order to integrate charge generated by star light to improve S/N ratio. This TDI mode is the first attempt in astrometry and therefore its performance will be tested.
Demonstration of precise attitude and thermal control
As Nano-JASMINE adopts newly designed high sensitivity sensors to aim for quite accurate measurement of star directions, the satellite should have quite a high level of attitude stability, such as 1 arcsec in 8.8 seconds, while star images are captured by TDI mode. More precisely, the satellite should rotate along one axis in the same speed as TDI mode, and the deviation from this attitude trajectory should be less than 1 arcsec for three axes for 8.8 second duration. This is a very challenging requirement for 20kg level nano-satellites. New attitude control devices and control algorisms are adopted, whose performance will be tested in space. As for the thermal control, too, very strict requirements are given from the requirement on the infrared CCD cooling and the beam combiner thermal stability at 1[mK] level. The newly developed thermal control method will be tested in space.
Integrated satellite simulator development
A satellite computer simulator is developed in order to confirm design feasibility and data analysis validity. This simulates the behavior of a single photon from one star and how the CCD accumulates charge in TDI mode, as well as the satellite attitude dynamics in orbit. The precise modeling of various subsystems' functions requires fundamental research, and therefore we consider that the development of this simulator is another important mission of Nano-JASMINE project. This simulator will be used not only for Nano-JASMINE development, but also for the follow-on JASMINE Project as a design tool.
Astrometry and Observations Principals
Astrometry is to measure six parameters of stars on celestial globe: 2D position, distance (annual parallax), 2D crossing velocity (proper motion) and line of sight velocity. Observation is based on triangular surveying of yearly circuit around the sun as shown in Fig. 3 . Detailed observation method is described in Ref. 6 . The satellite slowly rotates with the speed of one rotation per one orbital cycle and this rotational axis is intentionally subject to precession in order for the telescope to scan the whole celestial sphere. The TDI speed is designed to be the same as this satellite rotational velocity. 
Nano-JASMINE Satellite System and Subsystems

General Specifications
Nano-JASMINE's specifications are summarized in Table 1 . Mission sequence is shown in Fig. 4 , whose detail will be explained in the attitude control section. Table 1 . General specifications of Nano-JASMINE. 
Satellite architecture
The functional block diagram is shown in Fig. 5 . Nano-JASMINE adopts a "star" type centralized information processing architecture. The main OBC collects data from the various sensors, the receiver (RX) and mission subsystems and sends commands to the mission OBC, the actuators and the transmitter. This hierarchy makes components' interface simple. 
Mission telescope
The telescope has two fields of view and combines these images on one CCD. Focal length of 1.66[m] is folded by couple of plane mirrors whose optical characteristics are shown in Table 2 . Fig.6 shows the outlook of the engineering model of the telescope. 
Mission computer
The Mission OBC is a FPGA base data processing circuit. Its functions are as follows.
Analog-digital conversion of CCD output. TDI clock control to synchronize with satellite rotational motion Star image cutout from continuing CCD output for data compression.
C&DH subsystem
C&DH is a centralized system using a FPGA with CPU core, which mainly has the following features.
Radiation tolerance is assured. Computation power is up to 100 [MIPS] . House keeping functions are implemented at FPGA logic level to maintain robustness and advanced functions are managed by the OS embedded on CPU so that the reprogramming will be easy.
Structure subsystem
Special requirements for structure are as follows. Stiffness is required for attitude stability. Large surface area required for solar cells. Symmetric structure is preferable to suppress disturbance torque caused by air drag and solar wind pressure.
Long light shielding hood is required to absorb stray light for the telescope.
The overall structure is designed as in Fig. 1 considering these demands. Nano-JASMINE has low density as a small satellite since outer panels should cover the optical hood and should have large solar cell area for power generation. Internal configuration is shown in Fig. 7 . AOCS components and the telescope are attached on the optical bench located in the center of the satellite to ensure and maintain the alignment accuracy. 
Attitude determination and control subsystem
The requirements given to the ADCS are as follows. These stabilization requirements are shown in Fig.8 . The disturbance generated by reaction wheels may deteriorate the stability, whose countermeasures are now being studied intensively. Especially the short period stabilization requirement is very strict for a small sized satellite. Nano-JASMINE employs the three staged attitude stabilization strategy, by step by step changing sensors and actuators towards more precise determination and control as shown in Fig. 9 . The detailed sequence is as follows. 
Parameter Estimation Phase
In this phase, the satellite estimates its moment of inertia, sensors and actuators alignment and residual magnetic moment (RMM) using extended Kalman filter. RMM is the most serious attitude disturbance source, so its on orbit estimation and cancellation method is a major issue. Attitude determination is made by hybrid navigation combining IRU (Inertial Reference Unit) with FOGs (Fiber Optic Gyros) and two STT(star trackers). A new FOG as shown in Fig. 10 Pre-observation and Observation Phase Using the obtained parameters, ADCS controls the satellite motion so that the telescope can capture the star images. Initially, the star images obtained by TDI mode may be very blurred. This "blur level" has information as to the satellite rotational motion, which will be feedbacked for more precise attitude control in order to suppress this blur level. In other word, the mission telescope is to be used as a fine attitude sensor. Final objective is to obtain star image output from TDI mode CCD having realistic elliptic shapes without blur.
The performance of ADCS and the feasibility of obtaining the required accuracy has been verified by the satellite simulator described in Session 5. Fig.11 shows the final stage attitude control results obtained in the computer simulation. 
Thermal control subsystem
The requirements for thermal control are as follows. The key design point is the multi-layered thermal insulation as shown in Fig. 12 . Temperature stability is achieved by covering the telescope with a thermal shield. The telescope and the shield are hold by adiabatic columns which don't conduct heat and can release heat stress. CCD is cooled by emission from the radiation plate on the top of satellite. Besides, the satellite attitude is kept so that the radiation plate is always towards non-Sun and non-Earth direction to maintain the same thermal environment. The performance of this method has been verified by simulation (Fig.13 ) using an FEM thermal model which was tuned by a thermal vacuum test using STM. 
Communication subsystem
S-band radio communication is used and its device specifications are shown in Table 3 . Averaged generated data rate for downlink of mission part is 900[bit/sec] and bus part is 1000[bit/s]. In order to downlink these data, the RF downlink data rate is designed as 100 kbps. The transmitter and receiver are newly developed as shown in On board antenna is a backfire helical type and uplink and downlink share the same one (Fig. 15) . Earth-side antenna is the main one and a backup antenna which is branched by 10[dB] coupler is mounted on the opposite side just in case for attitude loss. This configuration is shown in Fig. 16 . 
Power subsystem
Power subsystem inherits the design which ISSL has employed in previous satellites, as follows.
Gallium on orbit several times in CubeSats, which are also used in Nano-JASMINE.
Body mount type solar cell arrangement is adopted because solar paddle would be a large attitude disturbance source. Power generation is estimated at about 20[W].
Ground station segment
Nano-JASMINE is basically operated only when it flies over Japan. Each ground station and control room is connected via network and data is shared. The whole configuration is shown in Fig. 17, including An overseas station is also planned to be used at initial operation phase. 
Integrated Satellite Simulator
As Nano-JASMINE adopts various unique observation methods and the satellite bus system is also very advanced, it is very difficult to obtain the optimal configuration, tune the design parameters, test algorithms and verify the overall performance of the satellite. Therefore, a computer simulator which has precise models of the bus and mission subsystems has been developed.
The mission part simulates one photon trajectory from a star to the detector and output of TDI mode CCD data. The bus part calculates the satellite status, attitude, position, et al. which are used for the measurement environment of the mission part. The anticipated downlink data during mission life span can be generated in this simulator to check whether the overall configuration can yield astrometry data with enough accuracy. Another important usage of this simulator is for closed-loop test of the attitude determination and control functions, which are too difficult to test in hardware simulator on the ground.
Project Schedule
The current status of Nano-JASMINE as of June 2009 is the detailed design phase. EM is just built up and its system performance is tested. The history of future plan the project is shown in Table 4 . Table 4 . Project schedule.
Conclusions
A small infrared astrometry satellite "Nano-JASMINE" under development by ISSL and NAO is described in this paper. It is small yet can have enough capability to satisfy astrometry scientists, which has never been achieved in a just 20kg satellite; this would be the first attempt of applying nano-sized satellites for world-top level space sciences. The satellite bus technology is being also enhanced in this project, which will possibly be used not only for space sciences but also for other practical applications, and will open a new paradigm of space development and utilization.
